We explore the possibility of the controlled manipulation of the entanglement of two qubits with an external apparatus, the Rabi Hamiltonian. The novel results show that the initially entangled two qubits could have very high probability to stay unchanged by the coherent state of the photon with chosen parameters. If the interqubit coupling strength is negative, their entanglement could be kept for a much longer time by a relatively strong external quantum control with the suitable and novel choice of some parameters. Furthermore, their entanglement will not show any sudden death and revival. All these results are different from the previous studies and they are given with reasonable explanations. The maintaining of the entanglement of the two qubits with very high fidelity will be very helpful for the quantum information process. PACS numbers: 42.50.Pq, 42.50.Md, 03.65.Ud Entanglement is at the heart of quantum process. Entangled states could be used to manipulate many interesting tasks, like entanglement purification, factorization of integers, random searches, etc. [1] [2] [3] . It is crucial for the controlled manipulation of the entanglement with an external apparatus. However, this is still proven extremely challenging.
Entanglement is at the heart of quantum process. Entangled states could be used to manipulate many interesting tasks, like entanglement purification, factorization of integers, random searches, etc. [1] [2] [3] . It is crucial for the controlled manipulation of the entanglement with an external apparatus. However, this is still proven extremely challenging.
In the letter, we will focus on the preservation of the entanglement of two qubits, which is entangled initially. We also take the control apparatus as a continuous variable (CV) interaction, whose Hamiltonian is that of Rabi model [4] . Our approach differs from that of previous studies in that both the control field and coupling of qubits and quantum field are strong.
Theoretically, there are investigations of entanglement generation and maintaining of two qubits by use of JaynesCummings (JC) model Hamiltonian, where initially weakly squeezed states of CV transfers their entanglement to the two qubits [5] . Further extended study shows the field entanglement in JC cavity can be transferred to a pair of atoms, and reversed transfer of entanglement [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Later, coherentstate control of a pair of non-local atom-atom entanglement between two spatially separated sites was also studied [11] . These results also reveal some time-dependent entanglement death and rebirth effects.
JC model is an approximation of the Rabi Hamiltonian under the condition of weak coupling of qubit and photon (quantum oscillator) and their resonance, which result in rejecting the non-energy-conserving term (or the count-rotatingwave terms) [12] . The strong and ultra-strong coupling region of qubit and oscillator is now feasible in circuit QED recently [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , and it has triggered renewed and extensive research interest in Rabi model, These studies provide many new and anti-intuitive results for the Rabi model [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The strong coupling and zero detuning is treated in Ref. [7] . Fur-ther, ultra-strong coupling and large detuning is treated and interesting effects appear, including frequency modification, collapse and revival of Rabi oscillation for one qubit with the initial state of the oscillator being thermal or coherent [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Later, the two qubits' entanglement is also studied with the death and revival phenomena for the initial coherent state of the oscillator [24] .
It is generally believed that the control field initially in its coherent state will result in death and rebirth (or revival) of the entanglement for the two initial entangled qubits, which has been shown in Refs [11, 24] , either in weak coupling model of JC Hamiltonian or in the strong or ultra-strong model of Rabi Hamiltonian.
In Ref. [24] , the entanglement of the two qubits coupled strongly with a quantum oscillator is studied under the conditions that the coupling stength |β| ≤ 0.25, |α| ≫ 1 and |αβ| ≪ 1. (the parameter α is related with the everage number N of the photon's coherent state by N = |α| 2 . These conditions are very restrict. In the letter, we donot require the two conditions |α| ≫ 1 and |αβ| ≪ 1, and permit the two qubits have intra-qubit interaction. Then we restudy the problem obtain some novel results. Our results show that the initially entangled two qubits can have very high probability to stay unchanged by the coherent state of the photon with chosen parameters. If the inter-qubit couples with each other with negative coupling strength, their entanglement can be kept for a long time by a relatively strong external quantum control with the suitable and novel choice of some parameters and there will be no any sudden death and revival phenomena at all. We will provide an explanation for the results in later.
Some nots to be added. Super-conducting circuits (SC) are promising as quantum qubits for quantum process because they can be flexibly designed with controllable parameters. Some SCs, like the phase qubit, the capacitively shunted flux qubit and the transom qubit, are immune to the charge noise. These qubits are the focus of our investigation. So, we do not consider the effect of the environment noise on the qubits any longer in the following [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The Hamiltonian of the extended Rabi model is given by
where σ
z , i = 1, 2 are the ith qubit's Pauli matrices and a † , a are the creation and annihilation operators of the quantum oscillator. In the ultrastrong coupling regime with large detuning ω ≫ ω 0 , the free part of the Hamiltonian is
It means the quantum oscillator of the Rabi system is focused first and it is influenced by its interaction with the two qubits. Suppose σ z | ↑ = | ↑ , σ z | ↓ = −| ↓ , then the composite states for the two qubits are
with |1, 0 , |0, 0 being two of the Bell states, the fully entangled states for the two qubits. The energy states for free Hamiltonian are the displaced number states |N m = D(−mβ) = exp (−mβa † + mβ * a) with the corresponding states | j, m , j = 1, 0, m = 0, ±1 of the two qubits in Eq.(3), that is,
More ever, the states |0, 0 |N 0 , N = 0, 1, 2, · · · are also the energy-states of the whole Hamiltonian H. So the two qubits will remain fully entangled if the composite system initially stay in one of |0, 0 |N 0 , N = 0, 1, 2, · · · . In the following, we will no longer consider these states as they evolve independently.
The coupling of the quantum oscillator with the two qubits makes it become several different oscillators, each with a unique displaced number states |N m , m = 0, ±1, N = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Then
serves as a perturbation term. Under the large detuning assumption, the qubits only induce the oscillators to transition between its differently displaced number states |N m , m = 0, ±1 but with the same number N, other kind transition is omitted. This is the adiabatic approximation (AA) [22, 24] .
By the method of AA, the energystates of the whole Hamiltonian H are easy to obtain,
where
It is very important to for the initially entangled two qubits remain entangled for long time. The coupling with the oscillator will make the qubits partly lose their entanglement easily. The convenient states for the quantum oscillator will be the coherent and displaced coherent states. It is intuitively felt that that these states of the quantum oscillator will generally result in some degree of the disentanglement of the two qubits. The following will show the intuition generally is right.
Suppose the two qubits initially fully entangled as
and the quantum oscillator is in its coherent state |α , then the probability for they evolve into other states |1,
where p(N) is the probability of N photons in the coherent state |α (1)- (2) show. The qubits stay in in their initial state with the probability 1 − 2T (t). If T (t) can not be neglected, then the qubits can not stay in in their initial state completely and the entanglement between them decreases.
In the strong coupling regime of qubits and oscillator, the dynamics of the system differs greatly from that of JC model due to the complex relations between the spectrum of Rabi model and the parameters β, N. There are also have the sudden death and sudden birth or revival of the entanglement for the two qubits in some proper regime for the proper parameters [24] . However, some anti-intuition phenomenal results might appear due to the unusual results (5)- (8) where the coupling parameter β is nonlinearly and complicatedly involved [22] . So, we could take advantage of these intricate relations for entan-glement maintaining. Choosing special parameters, we can make T (t) very small, as the following figures show. From  Fig.(3) , we see that T (t) < 0.015 could be achieved by suitable choice of the parameters and the fully entangled state will have very high probability ( great than 97 percents ) to remain unchanged. Three figures in Fig.(3) ultrastrongly imply that the very small change in parameters β, |α| 2 does not influence the entanglement of the two qubits apparently. However, the further smaller T (t) is not easy to obtain if the inter-qubit coupling parameter κ is positive, which is generally guaranteed in experiment. We just suppose it is possible for κ being negative for the reduction of T (t). Numerical result shows that it is possible to make T (t) approach zero, see Fig(4) . In this situation, it is reasonable to say that the two qubits could keep in its initial state 1 √ 2 (| ↑, ↓ + | ↓, ↑ ) longer time. Here we do not consider the environmental influence on the two qubits, as the ultro-strong coupling of qubits and oscillator is applied mainly in superconducting circuits, where where charge noise has relatively little influence on some kinds of qibit, like the phase qubit, the capacitively shunted flux qubit, and transmon qubit [13] [14] [15] [16] . Our study is applied to these circuit qubits. Numerical study shows that favorable parameters for small T (t) are β ranging 0.3 − 0.5, |α| 2 far larger than 10. Of course, negative interqubit coupling will also make T (t) easy approach zero. All these properties are shown somehow in Fig(1)-(4) .
We now compare our results with the general ones, which give death and revival phenomena. Various physical quantities in JC model generally have the phenomena of death and rebirth, such as inversion, entanglement, etc. Here we give inverse W(t) as in Ref. [27] 
where ∆ is detuning parameter andΩ N = ∆ 2 + 4g(N + 1) for the JC model with the coupling parameter g. These death and rebirth phenomena occur because of the granular structure of photon distribution. As the physical quantities are the summation of the revelent terms evolving with time as in Eq. (15) . At the beginning, the revelent terms are correlated, and will become un-correlated with time due to their related with dif- In summary, coupled ultrastrongly with a quantum oscillator, the qubits with interqubit coupling dynamically evolved. The initial fully entangled two qubits' state 1 √ 2 (| ↑, ↓ + | ↓, ↑ ) with the initial coherent state |α| 2 for the quantum oscillator will exhibit some unusual characteristic by suitable choice of some parameters. The two qubits will have high possibility to be in its initial state 1 √ 2 (| ↑, ↓ + | ↓, ↑ ) for some large |α| 2 with the qubit-osillator' coupling ranging about in 0.3-0.5 and will have nearly to 1 possibility with the interqubit coupling negative. This unusual and novel result can only appear in the Rabi Hamiltonian system in strong coupling regiem, where quantum eigenvalues complicatedly depends on the number N and coupling strength β. They will provide new and interesting properties for the phase qubit, the capacitively shunted flux qubit, and transmon qubit to utilized in quantum computation and information process.
